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CHEERS! 
I was interested to see the 

second issue of SEARCH. Close 
examination of the magazine re
vealed several faults: wobbly 
headings; paragraphs leaning in 
different directions; different 
spaces between paragraphs; 
inconsistent cross-headings. 
These all gave the magazine an 
amateurish quality. 

However, these faults were 
offset by the overall impression 
of the magazine. The articles 
were balanced - they didn't 
jostle and try to outshout each 
other for attention. The cover 
attracted the eye and the inside 
pages were pleasing. Above all, 
the content was interesting. A 
good effort, publishing section! 

Reader 
CORRECTION 

Concerning the March issue 
of SEARCH. The last page on 
"Blueprint for City Survival" 
states the prices for board at the 
YWCA, Willis Street, as being 
$14.75 and $16.25. They are, 
at the moment, $16.25 for 
double rooms and $18.00 for a 
single room with desk and 
basin. 

Andrea Connolly 
Sec.Pl9 
YWCA boarder 
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Theatre Action group go to Masked Ball 

Festival: bubbles & bottles 
"It was terrific. I enjoyed 

every minute of it," said one 
Polytechnic student. For the 
past month, both operation-
ally and verbally, Festival 
Wellington '73 was the "hap
pening thing" around the Capital. 

Maybe you spent time in the 
concert chamber of the Town 
Hall with your hands sticky up 
to the wrist and your fingers 
caked in a porridge of 
vaseline, plaster of paris, 
newspaper and tinsel, preparing 
"the face of your dreams". Or 
perhaps you occupied yourself 
with just watching or engaging 
in long telephone conversations 
on what's happening, where to 
go and what to wear. 

For many Wellingtonians and 
visitors, blowing bubbles was 
something they'd not done since 
leaving kindergarten, while 
communal painting in front of 
the Town Hall, Rolf Harris style, 
was a totally new element in 

all were free for the benefit of 
people in Wellington, as was 
Wellington's famous, uninvited, 
windy weather. 

Now it's over the usual 
questions arise: What did you 
think of it?Did you enjoy it? 
Should we have it again? 

T.V.'s Newsview held a 
discussion between the organ
isers and the public. The 
organisers felt that the Festival 
was a bargain as many things 
such as masks and performances 
were .,ee to ratepayers. 

direction." - student 
"Many thanks, and praise to 

my new city, Wellington, and 
who.ever put on the Wellington 
Festival. 

"Since coming from Cali
fornia in January, then travel
ling throughout New Zealand, 
I'm tremendously impressed with 
this beautiful, varied land and 
lively city." - new arrival 

"It was good, but spoiled by 
the bloody idiots who tried to 
ruin everybody else's fun". 

- student 
"It was marvellous. I espec

ially enjoyed the bottle
throwing. It could have been 
held earlier though." - student 
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Mr Dai Haywards, a participator, 
believed the idea and concept to 
be very good but felt "it 
probably fell down on organ
isation. The delay of the truck 
carrying fireworks to Oriental 
Bay for the Handels Water music 
display for example:" Also the 
Wellington public were not 
expecting the Festival to be as 
good as.it was and events weren't 
given enough publicity. 

The organisers replied that 
the committee has learned 
from its mistakes but commen
ted that it was a difficult job 
to get people involved before 
the Festival got into full 

There were the inevitable 
disappointments. One 
Wellingtonian expressed his 
regrets through the Evening 
Post. "Sir - Through your paper 
I would like to find out why 
more people were not able to 
enjoy the Masked Ball, held in 
conjunction with the Wellington 
Festival. A masked ball is not 
something we see often in 
WellingtoH." 
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Display and Participation 
According to Councillor 

Olive Smuts-Kennedy, Festival 
Wellington '73 "intended 
display and participation in all 
facets of Wellington life, and at 
little cost". 

I am sure that while bubble
blowing cannot be considered a 
cultural or normal aspect of 
Wellington life, people did enjoy 
participating and felt "we should' 
have more of these, even when · 
the Festival is over." 

Mask Day, Friday, 25 March; 
the barbecue in Civic Square; 
wine-tasting in the Cubacade; 
early-morning serenades at the 
Railway Station for commuters: 

swing. 
The overall conclusion was 

that the Festival was worth the 
labour and expense involved 
because it brought people 
together and helped them 
appreciate the beauty of their 
city. 
Public Opinion 

General public opinion con
firmed this: 

"I have no criticism of the 
Festival. I think it has been very 
good and a step in the right 

This was the reply the Town 
Clerk, Mr Mccutcheon made: 

This was the reply: 
"More people were not able to 
enjoy the Masked Ball because 
there is a limit to the number of 
persons that can be accommoda
ted in the Town Hall, or in fact, 
any hall". 

If you still have any strong 
feelings about Festival Wellington 
'73 or suggestions for future 
ones, you are invited to wrjte 
to the Town Clerk. 

Dianne Thomas 

You J 
"You sing 'em the blues I 
And then they ask for a hap1 
And when you start to smile 
'Gimme dat rhythm and blm 
And when you give 'em dat r 
They'll simply smile and say, 
'We didn't want to hear you 
We didn't like you anyway'.' 

- "Look a little on the : 

Music fans are quick to con-
demn other people for having or 
different tastes. As a result, many th 
are hesitant or afraid to defend at 
their musical tastes for fear th 
they may commit a social m 
gaffe. ar 

In these days of "doing your m 
own thing" you can do so only th 
as long as you conform to the Tc 
accepted norms of the "in Cc 
crowd". Woe betide you if you th 
like or dislike the "wrong" 
groups. Your popularity rating th 
will drop to zero minus two. cc 

Spasms of horror and dis- vi: 

gust would greet anyone who m 

dares to admit liking "c,.QmJner- tri 
chd_ .. _ ~i,,;,''. Why? Commercial Be 
music matches closely the adver- Cc 
tising jingles that pollute the ki, 
television screen. Like these, a wi 
commercial song must hit you tri 
instantly like a mainlined drug- ye 
shot, to become a chart success. 
Instant kicks - just SliJ'ueeze the 
syringe. Tl 

th 
The disciples of this music lo 

are called "teenyboppers". This D: 
suggests that they are teenagers. an 
Yet a recent survey in England ni: 
reveals that the adults (25 and C, 
over) buy, or influence their in 
young children to buy, the maj- stc 



Flexjbility means. personality more 
than goodJooks, and the ability 

1 to cope with and talk to all types 
· of clients. The girls have business 

Jobs during the day and are only 
, available during the evenings. 

:,,, Local people rarely U;Se this ser-
vice. Clients are mainly visitors 
and a large proportion are from 

re- the main hotels in town - James 
;. Cook, Abel Tasman and White 
t Heron. Business is erratic and de

pends on the flow of visitors. 
(Another reason why the girls have 

e other jobs). Over Christmas the 
en- escort service was very busy. 

Flatters World has several 
regular customers - for example, 
one or two people working in 
sheep gangs will come into Wel
lington from the country for a 
few days and take out the same 
escort each time. There are no 
specific rules for escort and client 
to follow. Telephone discussion 
usually eliminates those who are 
not serious about taking out an 
escort. An evening is usually from 
7 until 12; after that it is up to 
the escort whether she stays on 
longer. It is then the responsibility 
of the client to escort the escort 
home. The cost?- $20 per even
ing. 

Rosemarie Leslie 

self-discipline are strongly encour
aged. 

There are two qualified tea
chers on the staff, each respons
ible for a maximum of 20 children. 
Teachers are assisted by mothers, 
and parents with specialist inter-

re ests involve themselves where 
they can, teaching such subjects 
as art, maths and science. 

Currently children attend the 
Estuary School until secondary 
school age when they return to 

1e the state system. Later it is hoped 
these older pupils will be accom

ol modated too. 

Finding suitable premises with 
grounds attached is often a pro
blem for schools such as these. 
Where Prospect House has been 

a. very lucky with its rural environ
ment, the Estuary Sc;hool has 

L. already had to move once to im
proved premises which are better 
but have little play area. 

i. Parents pay $80 per child per 
its term here and school funds are 

supplemented by the usual acti-
is vities such as "bring and buys" 

and fairs. The school also receives 
a grant from the government -
almost equal in amount to grants 
given to private schools. 

For further information about 
progressive schools in the Welling-

0en. ton area, l9ok under the Learn
;ed ing section of the First New 
m Zealand Whole Earth Catalogue. 
out 
y 

tt Rosanne Robertson 
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Living & Lea.rning 
Many Polytechnic students 

feel, not without reason, that 
New Zealand's technical instit
utes are the "poor relations" of 
the universities, both in terms of 
state spending and social prestige. 
University students are becoming 
increasingly disillusioned with 
the'ivory tower' intellectualism 
and remoteness from reality 
universities inspire. High school 
students envy the comparative 
freedom of tertiary students. 
Workers doing part-time studies 
frequently feel alienated from 
the other students, and discour- · 
aged by the lack of interest -
shown in their needs. 

Because these problems 
appear to be questions of 
personal adjustment rather than 
educational policy, they have 
tended in the past to be over
looked or disregarded. However, 
a new concept appearing on the 
educational horizon promises a 
new outlook on the relationship 
between the student and the 
community. 'Fhis is the concept 
of community education. 
Village Colleges 

As early as 1924 the idea of 
"Village Colleges" was conceived 
by Henry Morris, chief education 
officer for Cambridgeshire, who 
visualised "cultural institutions 
that are both centres for every 
form of adult education with 
every.kind of social and recreat
ional facility". The first such 
college was opened in Sawston 
in 1930, and by_ 1967 Cambride
shire had the 12 village colleges 
planned by Morris. 

Self-government is the rule 
for most of the adult activities. 
The success of the <;:ambridge
shire experiment is shown by the 
fact that oveJ 10% of the county 
population attends adult 
education classes, compared with 
4% nationally. 

Although first conceived 
primarily as an adult-education 
centre, there is a growing 
emphasis on the importance of 
the Village college as a youth 
centre. At present mo&t of the 
participants in youth prog
rammes are in the 15 -18 age 
bracket. Larger colleges provide 
GCE courses (roughly equivalent 
to our School Certificate) and by 
the mid-1970's all the colleges 
will have 6th:form sections. · 
Removing the barriers 

In many colleges there is no 
distinction between youth tutors 
and adult tutors, and the empha
sis is on breaking down the 
traditional age-group bar~iers . . 

Plans are under·way to intro
duce adults into 6th-form classes 
during the day. 

The Rawlinson campus in 
Sheffield, a "typical" community 
college, was established two 
years ago and comprises a com
prehensive school, 6th-form 
centre, youth club, adult-educa
tion centre and sports facilities. 
There is no rigid separation of 
the different functions of the 
college, and an unusual degree of 
flexibility exists in matters of 
finance, course content and 
teaching time. 

A more ambitious project 
nearing completion in Manchester 
is the Cheetham Crumpsall 
Centre. Built in a lower-income 
"Coronation Street" area, the 
centre will provide, on a single 
integrated site, a comprehensive 
school, further-education college, 
library and resources centre, 
youth club, old people's 
centre and student union. It will 
also include a short-stay residen
tial block for 12 children and a 
warden, to meet such occasions 
as when a family is temporarily 
split up for some reason. 

Centres such as these, that 
genuinely serve the community, 
are a far cry from the traditional 
colleges that exist only to serve 
the needs of the academic and 
business worlds. 
New Zealand 

In New Zealand, the term 
"community college" is just 
starting to be bandied around, 
and some attemp,t is being made 
to arrive at an interpretation of 
the concept that will suit bur 
education system and way of 
life. . 

The Minister of Education, 
Mr Amos, has announced that 
community colleges will be 
established to increase the 
availability of continuing 
education, especially in provincial 
centres. He has indicated that he 

would like the community 
colleges to provide: 

Educational, cultural and recrea
tional courses for those who have 
completed their full-time 
education.; 
7th-form studies for students who 
would prefer this to continuing at 
high school; 
Selected Stage 1 University 
subjects in Arts and Sciences; 
Various full-time courses for. 
young people of school-leaving age. 

Maori Centres 
Ideally, the Community 

College adapts itself to the needs 
of the particular community 
which it serves. Many of the 
Black universities in the USA 
perform the functions of 
community colleges in Black 
communities. Such colleges offer 
courses in Black h1story, music 
and culture and cater to Black 
recreational preferences. 

There is a possibility 
(probably not visualised by 
Mr Amos!) that community 
colleges in areas where a high 
percentage of the population is 
Maori , could possibly become 
centres for Maori studies free 
from pakeha bias. 

Mr Amos thinks it preferable 
that these community colleges 
be established by extending 
existing technical institutes, or 
in some cases, high schools, 
rather than starting from the 
ground up. If these -first experi
ments are embarked on in a 
spirifof discovery and flexi
bility, they could well prove to 
be invaluable indicators of what 
will be desirable in the new 
colleges that will hopefully 
follow these original hybrids. 

The possibilities for the 
Community College in New 
Zealand are immense, limited 

. only by the inevitable financial 
considerations. A focal point for 
educational and cultural 
activities would give a tremen
dous boost, in terms of 
community spirit and individual i:~·1.: . 
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satisfaction, to many of our 
stagnating smaller cities such as 
Wanganui and culturally
deprived areas like Porirua. 

Such developments depend 
on the colleges being controlled 
by the people who use them 
rather than by the government. 
People-Orientation 

While government-financed 
community colleges in America 
tend to be strongly qualifica
tion-orientated, there is a 
movement in the so-called 
"counter-culture" towards 
community education that is 
"peopl~-orientated". Some of 
these experiments have arisen 
within established universities, 
like the Residential College of 
the University of Michigan. Here, 
students converted an old dormi
tory into a "living-learning 
centre". Classes are held in 
lounges and other public areas 
and basements have become lab
oratories, studios, workshops. 
Rather than serving a commun
ity, this college is a community 
in itself, with the emphasis on 
participation, shared responsibil
ity and informality. 
The Learning Community 
Taking this idea even further, 
"the Learning Community" in 
Portland, Oregon, consists 
merely of 10 houses in an urban 
neighbourhood. In this 
community, the concepts of 
students and faculty have been 
eliminated. Money is pooled on 
the basis of a voluntary annual 
contribution according to indiv
idual resources, and all admin
istrative matters are decided 
democratically by the whole 
community. Although education 
of this type does not place any 
emphasis on gaining qualifica
tions, students who want college 
credits can cross-register with 
Antioch College. 

Another experiment in comm
unity education in San Francisco 
calls itself ONE. It is entirely 

. self-governing, and as well as offer
ing educational and recreational 
facilities, serves as a base for 
political organisations such as 
feminist and anti-war groups. 
Dissatisfaction 

The dividing lines between 
· education and political and 

social action becomes less and 
less distinct with experiments 
such as these. While they can
not yet be seen as being a 
significant force in the broad 
educational scene, they are 
nevertheless indicative of a 
growing dissatisfaction with 
existing educational structures 
and are part of the general 
trend towards greater emphasis 
on education as the develop
ment of the whole individual 
within the community. 

Jill Br~sell 3 



A Sociologist _·.bridges by 
Women's Lib may feel change 

. is still needed, but women have 
either joined their men; or · 
taken over in many roles which 
were formerly the man's 

. 
'~the generatiOn . gap" 

ANGELA 

. SEARS prerogative. . · 

.. A label such as "the genera-
, tion gap" is not necessarily 
without value just because it 
has become a cliche. But it is 
dangerous if it is assumed that 
the label has explained anything 
and if it thereby deters us from · 
looking at an issue in greater 
depth. Is "the generation gap" 
a scapegoat catch-phrase pre
tending to explain, (as witch
craft was, and perhaps UFO's 
are) or is it merely a useful 
shorthand way of labelling pro
blems which really are insolubly 
linked to age? 

First to expand the cliche so 
that it can be focussed on more 
easily. Translated, it seems to 
mean "a popular belief that 
many difficulties arise because 
of the frequent inability or un, 
willingness of people in one age
group to share to identify with 
or to understand the values and · 
way of life of people in another 
age-group":It does not seem to 
mean that even with goodwill 
and effort, incomprehensible 
and unbridgeable differences 
arise which seem bound up 
with the age a person is. 1 

But surely society has always 
been fatalistic about the 
chances of crabbed age and 
youth seeing eye-to-eye? Litera
ture is full of sour comments 
tossed from one generation to 
another. The young have always 
been attractive, virile, idealistic, 
energetic dreamers to the young, 
and vain, pushy, unrealistic, 
foolhardy wastrels to their el
ders in off-moments. 

Youth must often seem 
threatening and unnerving to 
more world-weary, feebler, less 
attractive, more disillusioned 
but often no less proud elders, 
bittered by experience which 
includes the rearing of young, 

But to the tetchy comments 
of past generations which have 
come down to us smacking of 
jealousy, disrespect or ingrati
tude among wayward relatives, 
is there not now added a strain 
of anger, helplessness and fatal
ism as if towards strangers, that 
needs looking at? 

To understand .the present 
· we ~ust inevitably look at the 

past and I will look at recent 
changes- under the following 
headings: 
(1) Demographic Changes 

Demography is the study of 
population statistics, and the 
changes this century, (since the 
days of present students' grand
parents and great-grandparents) 
have been profound. 

Let us compare the life patterns of two women · - one 
born in 1900 and the other in 1960. 
1900 A woman born in 1960 
could expect to will probably 

11 
· 16 

26* 

38 

28 

64* 
67 

3 years 

70 

. 72 

leave school at 

menstruate at 

marry a man 2-3 years her senior 

give birth to her last 
(of6) , · (of3) 

at · 

give birth to her first chilu when 

her last child will marry when she is 

and her husbanu is 

assuming that the children have 
stayed at home till marriage, she 

and her husband will have 

a_t home together before the husband 
dies when he is 

.. she will live until 

16 
12-

22* 

28* 

24 

51 

53 

20* years 

73 

77 

·The Pill can mean a woman's 
choice to become pregnant or 

· not. Birth control is now (too 
often) regarded as the woman's 
job; smaller families, pre-school 
facilities, all-electric homes and 
the family car permit women to 
leave· the home earlier for other 
activities. · 

And these include the 
earning of considerable wages. 
Though. all too often at a lower 
rate than.men's, they are likely to 
be more than mere pocket
money to .a woman with an 
earning husband. Wages let her 

· cop.tribute substantially to the. 
men's former exclusive role of 
establishing and maintaining wife, 

' home and children. 
the authority of the family . 

in terms of discipline and the 
teaching of society's standards 

. seem increasingly difficult or ir
relevant as influences of peer 

. groups, schools, the law and mass 
. media all impinge closer into 

wharwas formeriy private domes- . 
· tic, territory. Increasingly, it ap
pears to be the -peer group which 

. sets the standard of achievement 
. and to whom individuals of any 

Many other differences pregnant at the time of their age refers for approval. 
could be added relating to marriage. In this situation much stress is 
infant mortality, sickness, educa- Assuming today's infant niortal- on the individual and his need to. 
tional content, job training, the ity rate expectancy of life, it . fulfil himself - usually within his 
types of work available to men will becoqie increasingly com- · age rather than his family group. 

· and women, the changes from a man for' children to have eight Yet the norms of society are visi~ 
predominantly rural to an urban great-grandparents alive and be- b~y changing all around: All the 

· population, the skills which men low the retirement age of 65. older forms of authority are being . 
and women in 1900 would have Let's see : challenged - the court,·the police, 
learnt from their parents to Great-great grandmotl_ier A, born prisons, apprenticeships, the edu- . 
bring to their marriages, to dom- in 1950, marries·a: and, cation system, the church, the 
esticity without benefit of Great grandmother B, born in work etltjc, materialisni, and 
electric heaters, thermostats, 1971, marries·b: and, . government. · · 
canned food, detergents, near- Grandmother C, born ·in 1992, All relationship of male· and·fe-
by subsidised doctors, kinder- marries·c; and, male roles are changing within.the 
gart-ens or television. . , mother D, born in 2013, · family (that most private and sec-

How great would be the marries'd; and child E, is born ure of units) probably at cost to 
differences caused by strelltlling, · in 2034 when: ·the man. More and more, men 

· spec!alisation and tertiary educa- Gieat-great grandmother is 84, feel able to leave home, more. wo-
tion in terms of separating and great-grandm.other· is 63. . men seem able or keen to manage 
young adults into different strata The actual gap in years bet- without their protection and 
of ability and interest? ween generation,s has shrunk . breadwinning. 

What effect diu it have on considerably. The average com- If people's image of them-
the young to pass through the pleted family size fell from seven selves is blurred and shifting, 

impressionable years of adoles- · . in 1880 to about 2.5 now: This .. · . then insecurity and neurosis too 
cence not insulated iri selected . raises the problem, not of what easily result. Such feelings are no 
strata of their peer group school- . happens to · grandma in het old · · _nc)t corid:µcive to good corp.muni-
rriates but with working adults of age, (she'll be happjJy working) · cation with those younger or . 
all ages and intelligence? · but what happens to great-great · older who are not feeling the 

What in~reased expectations . grandma when great grandma sai;ne threats and strains to their 
of a partnership are imposed Cari no longer cope:.· roles and image_. · . 
when a married couple cim ex- . . . . . Perhaps I seem to over- · . 
pect ten years alone toge·ther :· (2) . Changes iri Family Roles emphasise the current heurotic 
before retirement, and ten years · Much has been written about. :!lement re~ult~g from ~ocial 
after? I could go on speculating, · changing roles within the family; change which IS. ~oo rapid for . 
but will be content with one fur- . particularly in terms of easy pers~nal:3dJustment; .Qut I 
ther illustration. . · child-rearin:g, bread-winning do not think 1t can be stressed 

.f,\ltll.ough the average _age for and djscipline. Remembering ~o~ much. Only by clo~ly exa.m: 
marriage for girls is 21, the com, •- Grandfather Forsyte is an easy · ' mmg the reasons for ~trams, can . . 

t · · 20 d " half · · f · . . . · new structures be desi~ed - and mones age· JS , an . v~er way o seemg how thmgs have a men's Lib or a middle-aged :Lib 
of these 20-year-olds will be changed. ~s·overdue. · · 

Surveying The 
Journalism students discussed aspect: 

in community studies tutorials and by ·~ 
attempted to establish whether in fact d 
coincide with differences in age. 

11-17 age group 
Female student, presently ~ 
oral ·contraceptive5. Presby
terian background but has 
"rebelled". 

"Contraceptives should be 
available on medical recommend
ation, to anyone if they want 
them. It won't make peopie 
promiscuous because there is 
still a rjsk of pregnancy. I think 

· that the pill is the best one. - for 
aesthetic reasons,"and because it 
is more rellable. . . . 

"Most girls under 16 have 
older boyfriends. Therefore 
they could buy contraceptives. 
A majority of boys under i 6 
wouldn't be intetested. 

"Since contraceptives 
reduce. the number of illegit
imate children, very few 

· people sho_uld be against them. 
The"re are some people who are 
sexually irresponsible and no· 
amount of education or advance 
would make a~y differ~nce . 

"Contraceptives should not 
be made available \vithqut cost: 
.docto.r;s should have discretionazy 
rights. There should be a change 
in attitudes towards contra·
ceptives: they are regarded as . 
rather grubby, social untouch
ables. By taking them, I arp. 
_doing society a favour. Less 
children for the government to 

· pay for :" 

18-30 age group 
Female arts student; not on 
contraceptives, Q.~tting, smokes 
pot, mixes with a crowd that 
regards itself as trendy and anti-
establishment. · 

'\Yes. Everyone· who needs 
contraceptives should be able to 
get them. It must be realised 
that they are needed already. 

"I don't accept .the ~dea of 
age categorisation. It should be 
more by ideas, values and 
maturity (to be decided by the . 
individual riot his parents etc.) . 
If you believe m contraceptives, 
you must believe in giving 
theni to anyone w-ho wants 
them. · · · ... 

"To talk of 'illegitimacy · 
rates' is really prejudiced. It is 
not an assessment of any situa
tion; it is really a: 'society 
strtictured'··term to _uphold the 
institut_ion of marriage. Peopie 
should take contraceptives · 
because they don't wan·t children, 
.not because they are unmarried. 

"The idea that cont.r;a~ptives 
make girls 'easy': ts ridiculous. 
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Women's Lib may feel change 
. is still needed, hut women have 

either joined their men; or 
taken over in i:nany roles which 
were formerly the man's 
prerogative. . · 

· The Pill can mean a woman's 
choice to become pregnant or 
not. Birth control is now (too 
often) regarded as the woman's 
job; smaller families, pre-school 
facilities, all-electric homes and 
the family car permit women to 
leave the home earlier for other 
activities. · 

And these include the 
earning of considerable wages. 
Though_ all too often at a low~r 
rate than.men's, they are likely to 
be more than mere pocket
money to .a woman with an 
earning husband. Wages let her 

· co11tribute substantially to the . 
men's former exclusive role of 
establishing and maintaining wife, 
home and children. 

The authority of the family . 
in terms of discipline and the 
teaching of society's standards 

. seem increasingly difficult or ir
relevant as influences of peer 

. groups, schools, the law· and mass 
. i:nedia all impinge closer into 

wharwas formeriy private domes
. tic-territory. Increasingly, it ap
pears to be the .peer group which 
sets the standard of achievement 

. and to whom individuals of any 
age refers for approval. 

In this situation much stress is 
11- on the individual and his need to 

fuifil himself - usually within his 
· age rather than his family group. 

Yet the norms of.society are visi: 
e- bly" changing all around: All the 

older forms of a4thority are being . 
challenged - the court, .the police, 

)rn prisons, apprenticeships, the edu
cation system, the church; the 
work ethic, materialis.n:i., and 
government. 

All relationship of male and fe
male roles are changing within.the 
· family (that most private and sec
ure of units) probably at cost to 
·the man. More and more, men 
feel able ·10 leave home, more. wo
men seem able or keen to manage 

. without their protection and 
. breadwinning. 

1• · If people's image of them-
ren selves is blurred arid shifting, 
i~ then insecurity and neuro_sis too 
1t · · easily result. Such feelings are no 

;) 
. not conducive to gbOd coqununi
·catiori with those younger or . 

it older who are not feeling the· 
same threats .and-strains ·10 their 
roles and image_. . 

Perhaps I seem to over- . 
emphasise the current heurotic 

ut 3lement resulting fronf~ocial 
l ; change which is too rapid for . 
y easy personal adjustment; b.ut I 

do not think it cart be stressed 
too much. Only by closely exa,m-

r . · ining the reasons for strains, can · . . 
new structures be desilUled - and 
a men's Lib or a middle-aged :Lib 
ts·overdue. · 

Surveying The Gap 
Journalism students discussed ·aspects of "the Generation Gap" . 

in community studies tutorials aild by ·the following survey 
attempted to establish whether in fact differences in attitude 
coincide with differences in age. 

11-17 age group 
Female student, presently takq 
oral contraceptives. Presby
terian background but has 
"rebelled". 

"Contraceptives should be 
available on medical recommend
ation, to anyone if they want 
them. It won't make people 
promiscuous because there is 
still a risk of pregnancy. I think 

· that the pill is the best one - for 
aesthetic reasons,"and because it 
is mo~e reliable. · · 

"Most girls under 16 have 
older boyfriends. Therefore 
they could buy contraceptives. 
A majority of boys under 16 
wouldn't be intetested. 

"Since contraceptives 
reduce. the number of illegit
imate children, very few 

· people sho_uld be against them. 
There are some people who are 
sexually irresponsible and no· 
amount of edl}cation oi; advance 
would make any difference. 

"Contraceptives should not 
be made available 'withqut cost: 
_doctors should have discretionary 
rights. There should be a change 
in attitudes towards contra
ceptives: they are regarded a~ . 
rather grubby, social untouch
ables. By taking them, I arp. 
doing society a favour. Less 
·children for the government to 

· _pay for." 

18-30 age group 
Female arts student; not on . 
contraceptives, Q.~tting, smokes 
pot, mixes with a crowd that 
regards itself as trendy and anti-
establishment. · 

"Yes. Everyone· who -needs 
contraceptiv¢s should be able to 
get them. It must be realised 
that they are needed already .. 

People are either promiscuous or 
not. Fear of becoming pregnant 
is totally unrelated." 

30-45 age group 
Male v aluet,father of three girls 
9; i2,' 15. Regarded by friends 
as very liberal. . 

"As a matfer of principle -
I don't agree that contraceptives 
should be available to under 16-
year-olds. But I do in practice. 
People under i6 are not mature 
enough to understand what is 
involved - physically and 
emotiomµly in making love. 
They.are physically mature, but 
not sexually mature. They can
not appreciate it. 

"A lot of people think 'it 
can't happen to me' , but after 
they are legally allowed contra
ceptives and have had compre
hensive education. Some people 
have an incr.edible blind spot . 
· · "Contraceptives are 
'unromantic' ( diaphragms and 

condoms for example) so I 
prefer the pill; although it is 
premeditated. It becomes 
habitual like cleaning your teeth. 

"Sex is terrific, but you don't 
want to spoil it through i gnor -

· ahce, fear or immaturity. 
"If young kids want to have 

sex, then they sh,ould be able to 
get_ the pill from ·a doctor. But 
he should have the right to 
refuse. · . 

"I'm not against contra-
ceptives, ri.or sex, nor pre-marital 
sex; but I do have .reservations 
about making contraceptives 
available to those under 16." 

45-60 age group 
Spinster secretary. About 52 
years old. No close relatives. 
Little contact with youth. 

"Good sex education Should 
be supplied rather than -contra
ceptives: People should be 

later, when they are· married, if 
-marriage isn't abolished. I 
certainly hope it remains the 
strong institution it is today·'.' 

6o+ age group . 
Roman Catholic. Widower. 
Contact with mainly RC yo1 th. 
One married daughter: · 

"No, supplying contraceptives 
encourages promiscuity. There 
should be no need for them. 
_Children should be at home, 
under the discipline of their 
parents. Two wrongs don't 
make a right. They should be 
taught self-control and self
discipline. This self-denial will 

· lead to greater purity. Higher 
standards are necessary. 
Contraceptives will just make 
things easier to do; people should 
should riot give ih to sexual · 
impulses. 

"I ca~understand the other 
attitude, but spiritual and moral 
values should be maintained. I 

· suppose you think I am old
fashioned, but religion and 
personal views will not allow me 

· to think otherwise. There is 
only one way - self-denial. 

"If one has a promiscuous 
daughter, the best thing is to 
take her to a doctor and get her 
organised to follow the 'rhythm' 
method." Nicola Young 

Not a Gap 
There is no such thing as the 

Generation Gap. 
There exists, between many 

people of varying ages, a basic 
lack of understanding of each 
other's behaviour; just as there 
exists between people of the 
same age an inability to under
stand each other. Thus, even 
within the 12 to 20 age group, 

· we get the so-called "groovers" 
·and the nice "straight" people. 
It a:11 boils down to a difference 
in upbringing and ideas of 

there can be just as big a gap 
between two 18-year-olds as 
between a teenager and a great
grandmother. 

Sometimes an':9ld .person can 
be more on my w'ave-length than 
a biased person my own age. 

On the other hand, with 
adults"we have our wife- · 
swapping, drug-taking jet
setters just as we have clean
living, happily marrie.d couples. 

The "gap" or lack of under
standing is not vertichl (i.e. 
down through the generations) 
but hQrizontal; through each 
generation and those who 
constitute it have different morals 
and different ideas of what 
they want out of life. 

Often, when old people 
condemn teenagers and their way 
of life, it is out of an unconscious · 
desire to experience much the 
same sort of kicks. Human 
nature doesn't change - only the 
circumstances which surround . 
it. 

The main reason why the 
father of today resents his 20-
year-old unemployed surfie son 
is that the son has got it easy in 
that he spends all his time pro
pounding theories of war or 
demonstrating against it, when 
he knows no~hing of hardship. 
".We fought for a better life for 
you son". The father martyrs 
himself (understandably) in re
gret and self-pity for having had 
such a traumatic youth at war, 
when he could have enjoyed 
the· freedom at present being 
enjoyed by his children. · 

Young people of today are. 
too intolerant of their elders. 
They think they know it all. If 
we, somehow·, could com6in'e . 
the carefree attitude, g6od~ 
and desire for peaa.> that young 
people have, with the wisdom 
and experience of the older . 
ones (minus their inhib.µions 
and hang-ups) we couldn't ask · 
for a. better world. . 

Sally Middleton , 

"I don't accept .the jdea of 
age categorisation. It should be 
more by i4eas, values and 
maturity (to be decided by t.µe . 
individual-not_ his parents etc.) . 
lf you believe in contrace·ptives, 
you must pelieve iri giving 
them.to anyone \Yho wants 

taught the evils .of using those 
things. Self-control is needed. 
People didn't need them when I · · 
was young. Anyway what will · 

. they do when they grow up? . 

them. · · · 
'.'To talk of '.illegitimacy · 

rates' is really prejudiced: It is 
not an assessment of any situa
tion; it is really a: 'society 
structured'.· term to _uphold the 
institution of marriage. People 
sh9ul<;l take contraceptives 
because they don't want children, 
.not because they are unmarried. 

"The idea that contraceptives 
·make girls 'easy': ts ridiculous. 

There will be nothing left for 
them to do. 

"If contraceptives help 
control that terrible disease (VD.) 
they have value, but discourage
ment is necessary. If I had a 
prorr,riscuous daughter, ye.s, I . 
would put her on the pill, even 
if I had to get it illegally, but I 
wouldn't be happy. It w~µldjust 
be the lesser of two evils. 

. . "The fact that people don't. 
talk to their parents about these 
things is part of the problem. . 

"People should save sex for 

"Ca~ you-i~ag1ne wha·i it will be like in a je~ years' time_; 
I'll be ,topping around. the house full of pills. and yoilll be 
wondering where you went wrong, plus the fact that We won~t · 

5 be able to communicate . " · 



DON'T BUY IT - H·IRE ;.IT! ·~~ a . / : . . -- 1,· . .. 
~ ..__t;. ; . .r 

Flexjbility means. personality more 
than good.looks, and the aoility 

COOK'S ESCOl!.T SliRVICE 
Telephone Rhoden Hou,,, /59-710 

an ytlm,. c/d 

DIAL-A-PARTNER. Attrac11v1 hosts 
., od hostesses for all occasions. Just 
Te•. ,a-695 for prompt service. c/ d 

Ever seen advertisements 
like these? Ever answered one? 
Escort services are an est
ablished thing overseas now; 
especially in England. They 
cater mainly for visitors to 
cities - people who are stran
gers and can be lonely. 

For example , Miami has a 
'rent-a-gent' agency. Women 
wanting a partner can hire one 
- for S 55 a night . . (S 25 of 

this goes to the gent himself.) 
Wellington's first taste of 

escort services was in 1970. 
Two Australians, Bob Moore 
of Sydney, and Geoff Cameron 
of Melbourne , set up the "Int
ernational Escort Service", 
with the aim of providing 
female companions for · 
strangers to the city . Well
ington was the best place be
cause of the high turnover of 

visitors, they said. "We are 
after respectable businessmen 
and overseas visitors. The sort 
of men who don't want a pub 
pickup but rather someone 
attractive and intelligent with 
whom they can spend an en
joyable evening." The Aust
ralians looked for girls who 
had good personalitjes, were 
reasonably well-spoken and in
telligent . Their ages ranged 
from 20-29. 

This -escort agency has since 
closed , but has been replaced by 
two others: Cooks Escort 
Agency and Flatters World. 
Derek Cook opened his agency 
in 1972 with the ambition of 
pioneering a "socially acceptable 
escort service freed of the 
trappings of suspicion and doubt 
that have accompanied such 
arrangements in the past". He 
has both girls and guys on his 
books but does not show photos 
to his clients. He arranges the 
date himself. The service costs ·. 
$25, payable beforehand. ($13 of 

.. ,\~~'t't\Y' 
,,~~~~ 

'IL"..-~;1~'; 
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to cope with and talk to all types 
of clients. The girls have business 
jobs during the day and are only 
available during the evenings. 

Local people rarely use this ser
vice. Clients are mainly visitors 

this goes to the escort). All of and a large proportion are from 
Cook's girls are over 21 and he re- the main hotels in town - James 
quires them to be good listeners. Cook, Abel Tasman and White 
While out on the date they must Heron. Business is erratic and de-
not reveal that they are escorts. pends on the flow of visitors. 

Flatters World escort service (Another reason why the girls have 
has been in operation since June other jobs). Over Christmas the 
last year. Clients contact the agen- escort service was very busy. 
cy by phone in response to an Flatters World has several 
advertisement in the Dom- regular customers - for example, 
inion or Evening Post. The one or two people working in 
clients are given the partic- sheep gangs will come into Wel-
ulars over the phone, then an lington from the country for a 
interview is arranged. During few days and take out the same 
this interview, clients look escort each time. There are no 
through a photo catalogue of specific rules for escort and client 
the girls available. The cata- to follow. Telephone discussion 
logue contains height , nation- usually eliminates those who are 
ality, ability to drive, interests, not serious about taking out an 
nights available. After this a escort. An evening is usually from 
date is arranged. 7 until 12; after that it is up to 

Flatters World looks for girls the escort whether she stays on 
with flexibility and availability. longer. It is then the responsibility 

of the client to escort the escort 

PROGRESS/VE 
home. The cost?- $20 per even
ing. SCHOOLS Rosemarie Leslie 

"Progressive school" has a 
certain ring to it and after glean
ing some information about a 
few from the Whole Earth Cata
logue and the Education Board, 
SEARCH investigators decided 
to go and see for themselves. · 

Prosp,ect~ is one of 
about four in the Wellington 
area. It is located in 3~ a·cres ·of 
farm land on the Belmont Hills. 
The school opened seven years 
ago and today has about 45 pu
pils and three teachers. 

Parents finance Prospect 
House and have helped with 
building classrooms and play
ground facilities such as the 
swimming pool. Their participa
tion is encouraged in the class-

room too. In fact, parent involve
ment seems to be a feature of 
"progressive" schools generally. 
. These children are not bound 
to a fixed routine. The head
mistress, Mrs Chapman says, "The 
school seeks to cater for the 
whole child by integrating total 
education throughout the day". 
For instance, if someone finds 
an unusual insect, it is discussed 
immediately. There is complete 
flexibility and no "later". 

A'room, with wheel and kiln, . 
is set aside for pottery and some. 
very good work produced. The 
older girls are learning to type; 
and a well-stocked library, fish 
tanks, animals to play with and 
look aftor r,nh·: r.or ~n interests. 

Maori is on the curriculum, as 
well as the usual maths, science, 
English and nature study. 

The children are divided into 
ago groups - the 4* to 10 year 
olds and the 11 to 16 year olds. 
Staff have found the differing 
ages mingle extremely welf. More 
often than not there is division 
into iv~erest groups, doing what 
the children most enjoy. This 
has limitations of course. The 
school must still adhere to the 
state curriculum and prepare the 
older ones for public examina
tions. This year secondary school 
pupils are at Prospect House for 

self-discipline are strongly encour
aged . 

There are two qualified tea
chers on the staff, each respons
ible for a maximum of 20 children. 
Teachers are assisted by mothers, 
and parents with specialist inter
ests involve themselves where 
they can, teaching such subjects 
as art, maths and science. 

Currently children attend the 
Estuary School until secondary 
school age when they return to 
the state system. Later it is hoped 
these older pupils will be accom
modated too. 

the first time . Last year there Finding suitable premises with 
were two 3rd formers. grounds attached is often a pro-

Thanks to parents again, the blem for schools such as these. 
school has acquired an old red Where Prospect House has been 
bus - perfect for taking the child- very lucky with its rural environ-
ren on jaunts and to the other ment, the Estuary School has 
schools they regularly mix with. already had to move once to im-

Although private , Prospect proved premises which are better 
House has the full approval of but have little play area. 
the Wellington Education Board. Parents pay $80 per child per 
Few could begrudge the school its term here and school funds are 
marvellous setting. supplemented by the usual acti-

Another progressive school is vities such as "bring and buys" 
the Estua!Y fu:__hQol of Birch and fairs . The school also receives 
Street, Waterloo. Parents organ- a grant from the government -
ised it some three years ago. All almost equal in amount to grants 
of them had had experience on given to private schools. 
school committees of state For further information about 
schools and .found they wanted progressive schools in the Welling-
something more for their children. ton area, look under the Learn
This place they say, had .produced ing sectio~ of the First New 
happier, more confident children Zealand Whole Earth Catalogue. 
who are broadly educated without 
adhering to a rigid system. They 
are free to experiment. Self
expression and the all-important Rosanne Robertson 

-~ ----

Living 
Many Polytechnic students 

feel , not without reason, that 
New Zealand's technical instit
utes are the "poor relations" of 
the universities, both in terms of· 
state spending and social prestige. 
University students are becoming 
increasingly disillusioned with 
the'ivory tower' intellectualism 
and remoteness from reality 
universities inspire. High school 
students envy the comparative 
freedom of tertiary students. 
Workers doing part-time studies 
frequently feel alienated from 
the other students, and discour
aged by the lack of interest · 
shown in their needs. 

Because these problems 
appear to be questions of 
personal adjustment rather than 
educational policy, they have 
tended in the past to be over
looked or disregarded. However, 
a new concept appearing on the 
educational horizon promises a 
new outlook on the relationship 
between the student and the 
community. This is the concept 
of community education. 
Village Colleges 

As early as 1924 the idea of 
"Village Colleges" was conceived 
by Henry Morris, chief education 
officer for Cambridgeshire, who 
visualised "cultural institutions 
that are both centres for every 
form of adult education with · 
every.kind of social and recreat
ional facility". The first such 
college was opened in Sawston 
in 1930, and by 1967 Cambride
shire had the 12 village- colleges 
planned by Morris. 

Self-government is the rule 
for most of the adult activities. 
The success of the Cambridge
shire experiment is shown by the 
fact that oveJ 10% of the county 
population attends adult 
education classes, compared with 
4% nationally. 

.Although first conceived 
primarily as an adult-education 
centre, there is a growing 
emphasis on the importance of 
the Village college as a youth 
centre. At present mo&t of the 
participants in youth prog
rammes are in the 15-18 age 
bracket. Larger colleges provide 
GCE courses (roughly equivalent 
to our School Certificate) and by 
the mid-1970's all the colleges 
will have 6th:form sections. · 
Removing the barriers 

In many colleges there is no 
distinction between youth tutors 
and adult tutors, and the empha
sis is on breaking down the 
traditional age-group bar~iers. ' 
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heatre Action group go to Masked Ball 

& bottles 
direction." - student 

"Many thanks, and praise to 
i, my new city, Wellington, and 

who.ever put on the Wellington 
Festival. 

"Since coming from Cali
fornia in January, then travel
ling throughout New Zealand, 
I'm tremendously impressed with 
this beautiful, varied land and 
lively city." - new arrival 

"It was good, but spoiled by 
the bloody idiots who tried to 

es ruin everybody else's fun". 
- student 

or, "It was marvellous. I espec-
to ially enjoyed the bottle

throwing. It could have been 
held earlier though." - student 

There were the inevitable 
disappointments. One 

;ic Wellingtonian expressed his 
e regrets through the Evening 

Post. "Sir - Through your paper 
I would like to find out why 

n't more people were not able to 
enjoy the Masked Ball, held in 
conjunction with the Wellington 
Festival. A masked ball is not 
something we see often in 
WellingtoR." 

y 

This was the reply the Town 
Clerk, Mr McCutcheon made: 

This was the reply: 
"More people were not able to 
enjoy the Masked Ball because 
there is a limit to the number of 
persons that can be accommoda
ted in the Town Hall, or in fact, 
any hall". 

If you still have any strong 
feelings abqut Festival Wellington 
'73 or suggestions for future 
ones, you are invited to wrjte 
to the Town Clerk. 

Dianne Thomas 

You Are What You'Ear 
·. ,• .• -. 

"You sing 'em the blues Is the re a 
And then they ask for a happy tune 

Generation Gap in Music? 
And when you start to smile they'll say 

rageous precociousness of 
Michael. 

'Gimme dat rhythm and blues' So the commercial radio 
stations devote most of their 
music time to commercial and 
easy-listening music. Easy
listening music leans on such as 
Jaf!leS Last, Val Doonican, 

And when you give 'em dat rhythm and blues 
They'll simply smile and say, 
'We didn't want to hear you play. 
We didn't like you anyway'." 

- "Look a little on the sunny side" - Ray Davies 

Music fans are quick to con
demn other people for having 
different tastes. As a result, many 
are hesitant or afraid to defend 
their musical tastes for fear 
they may commit a social 
gaffe . 

In these days of "doing your 
own thing" you can do so only 
as long as you conform to the 
accepted norms of the "in . 
crowd". Woe betide you if you 
like or dislike the "wrong" 
groups. Your popularity rating 
will drop to zero minus two. 

Spasms of horror and dis
gust would greet anyone who 
dares to admit liking "c,_qm_mer
cd_ ... · ~L;". Why? Commercial 
music matches closely the adver
tising jingles that pollute the 
television screen. Like these, a 
commercial song must hit you 
instantly like a mainlined drug
shot, to become a chart success. 
Instant kicks - just squeeze the 
syringe. 

The disciples of this music 
are called "teenyboppers". This 
suggests that they are teenagers. 
Yet a recent survey in England 
reveals that the adults (25 and 
over) buy, or influence their 
young children to buy, the maj-

~ · 

ority of the hitbound singles. If 
this applies in England, what 
about in Godzone?LooL aro11ncl 
the record shops and note that 
mainly adults know all about, 
and want to hear the latest com
mercial sounds. The adults, not 
the teenagers, buy the Concrete 
Toilet Seats' latest single. The 
Concrete Toilet Seats rave all 
the way to the bank. 

Then the "weenyboppers",. 
the youngest denizens of the 
commercial wasteland, arrived 
via the journalistic phrase
makers. The music industry 

tried to sell records by David 
Bowie, Rod Stewart, Alice 
Cooper and Marc Bolan to these 
kids - old men, fags and weirdos 
with snakes. The music industry . 
tried to sell decadence to 12-
year-old girls. 

Ray Conniff and company who 
share equal status with the 
maestros of commercial music. 
Good family listening; good 
background sounds; morning 
muzak to eat cornflakes by ; 
music for the "wider" 
audienc; ; people who are not 
really that interested. Power to 

the people? If there is ever real 

democracy in this country we 
may well end up with nothing 
but the easy-listening stuff. 

Commercial radio stations 
cannot be blamed for playing 
what the people want to hear; 
the people, in whose name a 
multitude of sins have been 
committed ; the people for whom 
music is at best a background; 
the people who have no time to 
investigate the alleys and side
roads of music; the people who, 
by the nature of their enforced 
lifestyles, have to accept what-

But the kids saved the day. ever music the media chooses to 
They discovered singers that allow them. They don't even 
the manipulators had over- have the opportunity to know 
looked. They discovered whether they like Miles Davis 
David Cassidy, Donny Osmond or not. 
and Michael Jackson. They recog- Musical fanatics are forever 
nised purity in the baby face of trying to interest others in their 
Cassidy. They found innocence own obsession, be it the Tern-
in Donny's songs of misunder- perence Seven, 

stood teenage love and the out- Steeleye Span or 

Led Zeppelin. Commercial 
radio preaches the gospel of the 
Middle of the Road, the Bay City 
Rollers; the Piglets or whatever 
this week's chartbound group 
happen to be. "Just tryin' to 
keep a customer satisfied ... " 

The customers~ satisfied. 
They do not want weird, nasty, 
heavy music on their whole
some squeaky-clean show. The 
young housewife just wants a 
nice musical backdrop. Some
thing to hum along with as she 
bops around the kitchen with her 
Vim and Lux Liquid. 

A generation gap in music? 
If there is, then it exists between 
the teenyboppers of all ages, 
and those who take music 
seriously. Anyone can be a 
teenybopper - the gap is very 
hard to define. It's not really a 
generation gap in the sense of 
youth versus age but rather in 
the sense 'Of reality versus 
plastic; serious against light 
entertainment. 

"Plastic boots and plastic hat/ 
and you think you know where 
it's at", wrote Frank Zappa. The 
Beatles owe their immense suc
cess to the fact that their music 
transcended the gap between 
plastic commercial muzak and 
serious entertainment. Jimi 
Hendrix, Otis Redding and com
pany don't wear plastic boots or 
plastic hats. Neil Diamond, Cilla 
Black, David Cassidy and the like 
are IDJ!Q.9. of plastic. "Snap, cra
ckle, pop" sounds great in 
stereo. 

Jon Harding 
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'' Ban N.Z. 's mental 
hospitals'' -Geiringer 

New Zealand's mental hospitals should be phased out according 
to a pre-determined timetable. And the phasing out "should not be 
delayed by any consideration of these hospitals being 'valuable 
assets'." 

So said submissions from the 
New Zealand Medical Association 
drawn up for the Royal Com
mission of Inquiry into 
Hospitals and Related Services., 
The submissions were never 
presented: the Labour Govern
ment dismiss:ed the Commission 
the day before the NZMA was to 
be heard. 

Dr Erich Geiringer, spokesman 
for the group, told one comm
unity studies session recently 
that New Zealand's mental 
hospitals are an old-fashioned 
and counter-productive system 
of care. 

"Today they are not curing 
the problems of the disturbed 
person, they are demoralising 
the staff who work in them 
and affecting the attitudes of 
our whole society towards 
mental disorder. 

"After 200 years of locking 
away people who were not 
acceptable, we have developed 
the concept of the "mental 
patient" and the institutions we 
get into an acceptance frame 
of mind." 

"A slow and gradual phasing 
out of mental hospitals, prolon
ged over an indefinite period, 
can be accomplished with little 
pain. We see no reason why 
closing down larger mental 
hospitals should not be 
completed 12 years from now," 
Dr Geiringer said. 

The NZMA believes, however, 
that mental hospitals will still 
be operating in New Zealand 
until the end of the century and 
beyond, despite the fact· that 
they're being phased out all 
over the world. In the United 
Kingdom, for example, this is 
going ahead according to a 20-
year plan. 

says, are made in quite arbitrary 
ways, and they are entirely 
relative. A homosexual can today 
be a psychiatric problem and 
sent to a mental hospital; a. law 
change tomorrow can reverse the 
whole situation. Suicides are 

quite acceptable in Japan. 
"Many of our mental patients 

are in the hospitals because of 
the social setting they were in at 
a certain critical period in their 
lives. Society decides by its 
attitudes, prejudices and mores 
what is mental illness and what 
isn't." 

Consequently he believes 
there are about 300-400 patients 

in I kw Zealand who should be 

in mental hospitals: the rest of 
nearly 11,000 should never have 
been near one . 

Who are these people who 
make up the 11,000? At least 
2,500 are the so-called victims 
of mental hospitals. These have 
been incapacitated by institution
al life to the point that they 
could never again function use
fully outside the hospital 
environment. 

Dr Geiringer sees four main 
groups of people in the mental 
hospitals: 
1. Psychopaedics: The brain
damaged people who make up 
nearly one-third of those in 
New Zealand psychiatric insti: 
tutions. These people are neither 
a psychiatric nor a medical 
problem", he says, "but a 
social one. But often they also 
have emotional problems arising 
out of the treatment they have 
been given. 

2~ Long-stay psychiatric pa
tients: Again about one-third 
of the total. These people are 
mostly schizophrenics. They 

short-term crisis to cope with 
and our mental institutions are 
not equipped to help him. 

4. Alcoholics and drug addicts: 
People who are mentally and 
emotionally disturbed and who 
find themselves unable to cope 
with society. Society should pro
vide support for them so they 
have less need to reject it. Alco
holics and drug addicts belong in 
community support schemes 
with their own doctor, family 
and other people; where they 
can be treated as individuals. 

In New Zealand, instead of 
treating people in their social 
and psychological context, we 
isolate them in a separate world , 
often literally locking them in 
and depriving them of their civil 
rights. 

"The alternative," says 
Dr Geiringer, "is the inescapable 
conclusion that came out of the 
submissions on mental hospitals 
the Royal Commission did man
age to hear." 

"Mental hospitals must be 
done away with. Any units left 
should cater for no more than 
30 people at a time . The total 
number in them would be no 
more than 300400 people." 

Ray Lilley 

Alcoholism : 
case study 

Community Studies for 
Journalism students at the. 
Polytechnic opened with a 
lecture on Alcoholics and 

Alcoholism . Charles C-S, an 
active member of the 
Alcoholics Anonymous, spoke 
of personal experiences: 

neither drunk and neither 
sober." 

Under the guidance and 
encouragement of a doctor 
specialising in the disease at 
Blenheim's Wairau Hospital, 
Charles found a system of 
maintaining full recovery. He 
supplemented this by joining 
the A.A. 

Members, both male and 
female, meet frequently in the 
city to hold discussions and 
with the help of the A.A. 12-
step programme, share · 
experiences and strength to 
overcome a common problem. 

letters 
contd. 

COMMUNITY STUDIES 

There is discontent among 
journalism students about com
munity studies. No one ever felt 
it necessary to tell us what it's 
meant to be about and we fum
ble along in ignorance. 

It seems to me that it should 
be about the dynamics of life in 
a city - why people do things to 
each other and to themselves -
from putting each other in jails 
and asylums to taking drugs. 

As far as this goes the topics 
are being covered but people are 
falling asleep. 

What can be done? Some radi
cal people propose more visits to 
places such as mental hospitals. 
Perhaps they are more likely to 
stay awake on a bus trip. 

But that's no way to learn 
anything about the subject (as I 
feel it should be). If you visit a 

"I started drinking at the jail you may come back and agi-
age of nine with "the usual" tate for conjugal rights for pri-
port and lemonade at my soners or the like. But the larger 
father's club. As I grew up I issues escape the person who 

began to notice my exceptional · merely looks at institutions. 
capacity for alcohol and how Why have we put people 
it became an agony to drink there?The answers were 
at the normal rate. My day drearily given by Don Sandford 
was always planned well: of the Justice Department. If 
drinks were well-spaced . I only we'd stayed awa~. 
could never bear to wait for Mental hospitals - visit one 

"So far New Zealand has no 
programme, although even the 
Health Department has said the 
present system should be chang
ed." 

have been institutionalised for 
anything between 10 and 20 
years. Only 300400 have really 
dangerous disorders . 

· friend~ to catch up and while and you'll start agitating for 

Dr Geiringer believes the 
worst thing about present 
mental hospitals is that they are 
rat bag collections of all different 
types of people. Many patients 
have no biological, psychiatric, 
psychological affinity or point 
for being in the institution 
except that society has said they 
should be there. 

Decisions on what constitutes 
8 a psychiatric problem, Dr GeiriIJ.!J)r 

3. Acutely depressed or disturb
ed patients: Most of these people 
are out of the hospital within 12 
weeks. However, becau~e they 
are institutionalised they get less 
than optimum treatment and in 
the first place they should never 
be admitted. Instead their short
term problems should be treated 
by their local GP with specialist 
assistance. If necessary, they 
could spend a few days in a lo
cal hospital. This patient has a 

with them, I would excuse bigger, brighter wards. But it 
myself for a time and hop needed a radical thinker like-
over to the next bar for a few Dr Geiringer to show us that 
more drinks before going back. they could or should be abolished 

"As a result, I suffered altogether. 
from poor nutrition and Discussions are best , not 
neurotic trouble. When sent for visits, or 1 ~ hour lectures. A 
treatment, on occasions to the panel discussion with a good 
psychiatric ward, I was always chairman who can shut up any-
treated for the effects of one w.l}o is dull and boring, and 
alcoholism - never for the spark things along with lively 
cause itself. Generally the questions, is what is needed. 
disease itself was never men~ But let's face it - field trips 
tioned during my stay and on are no way to learn what it's all 
discharge I found myself just about. 
as much an alcoholic as ever; Ruth Gerzon 




